Let Georgia MLS customize your signs and riders!

For only $2.50 per line of text**, we can add any letters, numbers or symbols found on a standard keyboard to your signs and riders. Add your name, phone number and more!

**Maximum text size is 13 inch width X 39 inch length at that price.
**Quantity discount of $2.25 when at least 20 lines are purchased.

Blank signs, riders and decals are available for purchase at the Georgia MLS Supply Center, or we can customize the signs you already own!

All custom signs will be designed at the GAMLS Corporate Supply Center in Tucker and can be picked up at this location. If you prefer, Georgia MLS can send custom orders to your home or business for a $12.00 shipping fee. Custom orders must be prepaid and refunds are not permitted.

The following decals, riders, signs and colored vinyl are available for customization through this program:

**Blank Decals**
$1.25 each — Sticker Decal – 4.5”x18”

**Blank Riders**
$1.50 each — Corrugated Rider – 4.5”x18” or 6”x24”
$3.75 each — Clip-on Rider – 4.5”x18” or 4.5”x24”
$4.00 each — Hard Plastic Rider – 6”x24”

**Blank Signs (All Corrugated)**
$2.00 each — 12”x18” Sign
$3.50 each — 18”x24” Sign
$4.75 each — Star Sign – 12”x23”

**Vinyl (Text Color)**
$2.50 per line — Black, Blue, Green or Red Added to Any of the Above Blank Signage

Contact the GAMLS Supply Center in Tucker at 770.493.9000 Ext. 393 for more information or to place your order.
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